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Treating stroke: home or hospital?

GRAHAM MULLEY, T ARIE

A family doctor with an average list will see five or six new

victims of stroke each year.' How is he to decide whether to
treat the patient at home or refer him to hospital ? The World
Health Organisation2 has stated that stroke is a medical
emergency which requires accurate diagnosis and optimum
care and that this can best be given in hospital. The United
States Department of Health's guidelines for stroke care3 argue

that, though in the past home care might have been considered
for some patients, at present "such management is decidedly
inadequate for most stroke patients, particularly for those with
acute stroke of less than 48 hours' duration, whether initially
mild or severe." A recent study4 in which patients with
cerebrovascular disease were investigated with a computerised
axial tomographic (CAT) scan found that nine out of 60
patients with completed stroke had unsuspected intracranial
tumours, and the authors suggested that all patients with
symptoms of cerebrovascular disease should have a CAT scan

to confirm the diagnosis.
In practice, things are very different. Brocklehurst5 found

that in a survey of 135 patients, a quarter of whom were under
65 years of age, only 400 0 were admitted to hospital on the day
of the stroke; a similarly low proportion of hemiplegic patients
are admitted acutely in Bristol6 and South Wales.7
The decision whether or not to admit a patient with stroke

to hospital is influenced by social factors, the desires of the
patient and family, and the gravity of the stroke.8 Social
factors are the most important consideration5: admission is
essential if the patient lives alone or if relatives cannot cope,
and older patients and those from lower social groups are

more likely to be referred to hospital. In contrast, there is little
general agreement on the medical indications for hospital
admission: though patients with impaired consciousness, poor
gait, dysphasia, or incontinence tend to be admitted, many
severely disabled patients remain at home.5 In part this may
be because the general practitioner may have difficulty in
obtaining an emergency bed,9 and in part because even when
the patient has been admitted there is often no apparent
resultant benefit.]'0
What are the practical advantages of hospital admission?

Firstly, admission makes it easier for the clinician to consider
and exclude those uncommon conditions which mimic or cause

stroke but in which specific treatment may be highly effective.
He should be alert to the possibility of meningitis (one of the
few indications for doing a lumbar puncture in patients with
apparent cerebrovascular disease); subdural haematoma
(which is still often missed," and should always be suspected
in patients with a history of head injury or headache, focal
signs, relative mildness of hemiparesis compared with
impairment of conscious level, and progressive decline or

fluctuation of conscious level); hypoglycaemia (especially in

patients treated with insulin1 2 and elderly diabetics taking
chlorpropamide); the inflammatory arteritides1:3; and syphilis.

Secondly, investigation with a CAT scanner can differentiate
cerebral haemorrhage from occlusive stroke and cerebro-
vascular disease from tuinour. A recent study by Weisberg and
Nice' found that tumour was responsible for completed stroke
in 15" O of patients who were clinically diagnosed as having
cerebrovascular disease. The authors concede that some
preselection of cases may have occurred, and only 14" ,, of the
patients studied were aged 65 or over. Another study of
patients with stroke admitted to a geriatric unit'4 has
shown that only four of over 1000 investigated by CAT scan
had a brain tumour. Nevertheless, even if every patient with
stroke had a CAT scan, how often would this materially alter
the clinical outcome ? We do not know which patients with a
tumour who present with pseudostroke would be considered
for surgical intervention, or in how many operation would
improve the quality of life in the long term.

Hippocrates1'5 observed that "it is impossible to remove a
strong attack of apoplexy, and not easy to remove a weak
attack" and sadly we still cannot offer any effective specific
treatment for acute stroke. In these circumstances it is hardly
surprising that acute stroke units are no more effective than
general wards in reducing the overall mortality rate,16 though
they do reduce the incidence of complications.'7 The acute
stroke unit may, however, play an important part in research
and in the training of staff who care for patients with stroke
in a way analogous to coronary care units.'8 Though research
into the acute management of stroke should clearly continue,
there may prove to be no effective treatment."'

In the rehabilitation of stroke the physician should use the
full range of health professionals to give the patient every
chance of making the most of any residual capacity, and to
help the family cope with the often catastrophic social and
financial effects of stroke. Unfortunately, once the acute phase
is over, many doctors tend to lose interest,'9 and most patients
receive very little if any long-term rehabilitation.20 Whether
physiotherapy actually accelerates the restoration of postural
control, prevents spasticity, or improves limb function remains
to be determined, and speech therapy also needs to be
evaluated. Nevertheless, experience in centres which have an
enthusiastic multidisciplinary stroke team suggests that good
results can be achieved.2' Stroke rehabilitation units, however,
make great demands on the health service in both money and
staff, and until the effectiveness of these units has been
assessed objectively we shall not know whether they offer
good value for money.
What outcome can be expected as a result of hospital care ?

Unfortunately very few studies have carefully assessed stroke
survival and disability. The Framingham study22 showed that
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84'" 0 of the survivors of stroke were living at home, 70" were
independent in daily living activities, and 30" , were back to
normal activity. We do not know the relative effectiveness of
different types of hospital care in modifying residual disability
or whether home-based management could be equally effective.

If we have few facts to guide us on the best management of
patients with stroke in hospital, we have even less information
about home care. Patients with transient or minor strokes do
not need admission to hospital, but outpatient assessment is
necessary to exclude underlying conditions which may be
effectively treated, such as cardiac dysrhythmia, hypertension,
carotid stenosis, and polycythaemia, so that the chances of
subsequent major stroke can be reduced. At the other extreme,
patients who are deeply unconscious with a dense hemiplegia
or conjugate gaze paralysis or both have a gloomy prognosis,23
and the family should be given the opportunity of deciding
whether or not they wish to give terminal care at home. The
management of the remainder of the patients with a completed
stroke in whom home support is good will depend largely on
the facilities locally available to the family doctor. Ideally, a
physician with an interest in stroke should visit the patient and
advise on management. This will be a choice between trans-
porting the patient to a day hospital, a rehabilitation centre, or
outpatient physiotherapy several days a week or providing
domiciliary care, which is expensive in time, money, and
personnel.24 Though day hospitals might achieve good results,
the patient may have a long wait for the ambulance and then
be subjected to a long, tiring journey. He may believe that
these factors outweigh any possible therapeutic benefits.

Theoretically, the general practitioner should get help in

home care from a district nurse, a physiotherapist (whose help
in teaching the family about exercises and lifting is probably
more important than physical measures done by himself or
herself), perhaps a speech therapist, a health visitor, an
occupational therapist, and a social worker. The comings and
goings of such an army of people may well confuse and
irritate the family, and the doctor should try to strike a
commonsense balance. He also has an important part to play
in sustaining the morale of the family, educating them about
the nature and effects of stroke, managing the patient's
depression, and putting the patient in touch with a stroke club
or day centre to help get him back into circulation. Sadly, such
comprehensive management is given all too rarely, and many
victims of stroke are left isolated at home with little contact
with doctor, therapists, or friends.25

Stroke is the most common cause of severe physical disability
in our community,26 yet we have very little information about
the best way to manage individual patients. There are still no
good studies of the results of rehabilitation carried out in
hospital, at home, or shared between home and treatment
centres.27 The ultimate answer to stroke is prevention. In the
meantime we should devote much more energy to determining
the best ways of managing it.2ff
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